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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. This paper deals with the solvability of the equation 
(1.1) Lu = Su , 
where L, S are operators acting from a Hilbert space H into if, L is a linear non-
invertible selfadjoint and Fredholm operator, S is nonlinear completely continuous. 
1.2. Denote by Ker [L] and Im [L] the null-space and the range of the operator L, 
respectively. Let P : H -» Ker [L] be the orthogonal projection from H onto Ker [L]. 
Put 
Pcu = u - Pu , ueH . 
The solvability of the equation (l.l) is usually established by solving the so-called 
bifurcation system 
(1.2) PS(w + v) = 0, v = X ^ w + t;), 
where w e Ker [L], t? e Im [L] and K : Im [L] -+ If is the right inverse of the opera­
tor L. The Schauder fixed point theorem was originally used to obtain the solvability 
of (1.2) in the case of boundary value problems for second order partial differential 
equations by E. M. LANDESMAN and A. C. LAZER [14]. The abstract setting of this 
method is given in [6], [7], [10], [16],..., where also the applications to existence 
theorems for various boundary value problems are given. 
1.3. In the papers of J. MAWHIN (for the references see [11]) the coincidence 
degree theory is established which is useful for proving the existence results for equa­
tions of the type (1.1). Let us remark that the topological approach to the solvability 
of (l.l) also in the special cases of differential equations has been used during the last 
seven years in many papers — the long list may be found e.g. in [4], [11]. 
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1.4. The type of results obtained by the above method may best be illustrated by 
the following example: 
Let n be a positive integer. We consider the existence of a solution of nonlinear 
two-point boundary value problem 
(1.3) -u"(x) - n2 u(x) + g(u(x)) = f(x) , xe(0,71) 
u(Q) = u(n) = 0 , 
where g(£) is a bounded continuous real valued function defined on the real line R1 
with a finite limit 
0(00) = lim g(£) . 
$-•00 
Suppose that there exists £0 e R
1 such that 
*(*)--*(-0. 
for |£| = £0. Let fe 1^(0, TT). 
Then the boundary value problem (1.3) has at least one weak solution u e Wo
1,2(09 n) 
provided 
1 t** I 
sin fix dx| < 2 g(co) . (1.4) | í / ( x ) s i 
IJo 
1.5. In order that the set of functions fe Lt(Q9 n) satisfying the condition (1.4) be 
nonempty, we must suppose g(oo) > 0. In the case 0(00) = 0 the procedure from 
Section 1.2 does not work. The solvability of boundary value problems for ordinary 
and partial differential equations with such a type of nonlinearities are solved in 
[2], [3], [5], [9], [12], [13]. 
1.6. A new idea how to establish the solvability of boundary value problems for 
second order partial differential equations (whose abstract formulations correspond 
to (1.1)) is included in the paper [1], where the following elementary critical point 
principle is proved. 
1.7. Notation. Let (x, y, z) be a point in Un x Rm x Uq = R»+«+« and let 
F : Un+m+q -> R1 
be assumed to be of class C1. Denote by <, > and [ | the inner product and the norm 
in R*, respectively, where k may equal n, m, q or n + m + q. We set 
ÕF 
дx 
= li£" ÉL\ 
\dxi' ' dx„)' 
dF = /dF_ dF\ 




so that, identifying the gradient VF at a point (x, y, z) with a point in Rn+OT+« we 
may write 
VF(x, y, z) -= (— (x, y, z), — (x, y, z), — (x, y, z) ) . 
\ox oy oz } 
1.8. Elementary Critical Point Principle. Let n > 0, m = 0 and q = 0. Suppose 
that there exist numbers c0 > 0, r0 > 0 suc/i that: 
(1-5) (~(x,y,z),y\ ^ 0 
/0r |y | = c0, |x| = r0 and |z| = c0 if m > 0; 
(1.6) ' ^ ( x , y , z ) , z ^ 0 
for \x\ g r0, |>>| = c0 and \z\ = c0 if q > 0; 
(1.7) F(x,>;,z) = F(0,^,0) 
/or |z| ^ c0, |y| = c0, |y*| = c0 and |x| = r0. 
Then fhcrc exists (x0, y0, z0) wfh 
(1.8) |x0| g r0 , |>>0| g c0 , jz0| = c0 
and 
(1.9) VF(x0, y0, z0) = 0. 
1.9. In this paper we shall apply Elementary Critical Point Principle to the problem 
of solvability of (1.1). The abstract result obtained (see Section 2) extends not only 
the result of S. AHMAD - A. C. LAZER - J. L. PAUL (see [1]) but many various existence 
theorems for the weak solvability of boundary value problems for differential 
equations (see Sections 4 and 5). Let us note that the stated results applied to (1.3) 
give the existence of a solution also if g(oo) = 0 (see Section 4), also in the case of 
sublinear nonlinearity, i.e. if 
(110) litíi 
£-*oo -> *» 
is non-zero and finite for certain 5 e (0,1) (see Section 5), and also in the case of 
nonlinearity which has a linear growth, i.e. if (1.10) is finite (and sufficiently small) 
with S -= 1. 
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2. ABSTRACT THEOREM 
2.1. The operator L. Let H be a real separable Hilbert space with the inner product 
<w, Vs)H and with the norm 
H=<U,«>^/2. 
Suppose that B : H -> H is linear completely continuous selfadjoint operator and 
denote by a = cr(J5) the set of all eigenvalues of the operator B. Let A be a sequence 
of all eigenvalues of B considered together with their multiplicities and let ex e H, 
||eA|| = 1, be the eigenvector corresponding to X e A, i.e. 
Xex = Bex , X e A . 
Let 0 £ (5. Choose A0 e a fixed and denote 
(2.1) \x = A0 — inf (7, 
(2.2) d = distance of A0 to <x — {A0} . 
Let JVbe a null-space of the operator 
(2.3) L : M i-> A0u - Bu , u e H 
(i.e. fV= Ker[L]). 
2.2. The operator S. Let S : H -> H be a strongly continuous operator (i.e. it maps 
weakly convergent sequences in H onto strongly convergent sequences in H) and 
suppose that there exist a = 0, /? = 0, <5 e [0,1] such that 
(2.4) ||Su|| = a + /?||uf, MGH. 
Suppose that 
(2.5) <5 = 0 if and only if p = 0 , 
(2.6) J? < \d if 5 = 1 . 
Moreover, let the operator S be potential with a potential «9̂  : H -> R1, i.e. the 
functional Sf possesses the Frechet derivative Sf'u on the whole space H and 
y ' u = SM , u e H : lim — '- r - ^ -——— = 0 . 
ll*ll-o IAI 
Define 
(2.7) x : r . - * i n f ^ ( w ) . 
weW 
IIWII-P 
The main result is the following theorem. 
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2.3. Theorem. Let the above assumptions be fulfilled. Then the equation 
(2.8) • * Lu = Su 
is solvable in H provided 
(2.9) v(5) = l i m i n f - ^ - > # ) , 
where 
p + 5d 
(2.10) • Q(Ô) = 
2d2 
џ + 4d 
if <5 = 0, 
if 0 < ð < 1 , 
2d2 
(W + - ) (<* -2JS)~2 + 2(d - 2J?)"1 if 5 = 1 . 
2.4. Proof of Theorem 2.3. Denote 
A~ = {A e A; A > A0} , yl„ = {A e /l; A < A0} 
and let Z and Fbe the closures of linear hulls of all eigenvectors ex, A e A for which 
A e A~ and A e /1~, respectively. Then 
H = IF© F e z 
(the direct sum). We define a functional 
&:Wx Vx Z->Ul 
by 









(2.14) ,4(5) - min j - T2 - aT - JBT1 +*\ . 
Te[0,oo)(2 J 
Let c = c(r) > 0 be the (unique) solution of the algebraic equation 
(2.15) dc - (a + Pr6) - 20c* = 0. 
If S = 0 = 0 then 
(2.16) c(r) = ad"1 . 
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Let 5 e (0, 1]. Obviously 
(2.17) <*•)=•(« + jSrV"1 
and thus 
(2.18) lim c(r) = oo . 
r->oo 
The implicit function theorem implies that there exists the derivative c'(r) and 




(2.20) Jim —-V-- = lim — = co(ô) , 
У ' г^ooßðr*-1 r - .=od-2j îc i-1(r) W 
(2.21) a > ( á ) = K
1 if S^°'1 
V } W l(d - 2)?)-1 if 5 = 1, 
1) 
l(d - 20)-1 if 5 = 1 
and, the l'Hospital rule implies 
(2.22) J M - ^ - - » ( * ) . 
r-ooa + j8r 
The above results give 
(2.23) v(5) > Q(S) = i/i co2(5) + 2 co(S) if de (0, 1) 
and 
(2.24) v(0) > i - + W " 2 + ^ = - 4 $ + ̂ d" 2 + 1. 
2a d a d 
According to the assumptions (2.9), (2.10) there exists r0 > 0 such that 
«fro) ., 4 - 0 | ,„ ^ o ) ^ , -fro) i ig c
1+\ro) 
(a + /?r0)
2 (a + /Jr0)
2 W (a + /Jr^)2 + 2 a + /?r0 (a + /?r0)
2 ' 
i.e. if c{r0) = c0 then 
(2.25) *(r0) > -A(<5) + ±n4 + 2c0(a + /JrJ) + 4j?c
1+*. 
Denote by $i , <P'2, and $ 3 the partial Frechet derivatives of $ with respect to the 
first, second and third variable, respectively. 
Now the following inequalities hold: 
If 
(2-26) \\w\\ ̂ r0, \\v\\ = c 0 , flzfl = c0 
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then 
(2.27) <*j(w, v, z), t>>„ = 0 
since 
<$i(w, t>, z), t>>H = <Lt>, t>>H - <S(tv + v + z), t>>H = 
*d\v\*-a\v\-fi\w\'\v\-p\v\»'-fi\z\'\v\Z 
= c0{dc0 - (a + /?r0) - 20co} = 0 . 
If 
(2-28) I I H I ^ o , \H^c0, « z | = c 0 
then 
(2.29) <<^(w, t;, z), z>H ^ 0 
since 
<#;(W, t>, Z), Z>H = <LZ, Z>H - <S(W + V + Z), Z>H ^ 
Z-d\z\* + a\z\+fi\w\'\z\+fi\z\»'S 
= c0{-dc0 + (a + )3r0) + Wo] -» 0. 
If 
(2.30) «w| = r0 , «t>|| = c0 , ||t>*| = c0 , |z|| = c0 
then 
(2.31) <P(w, t>, z) = <*>(0, t>*, 0) 
since 
<*>(w, t>, z) =" ijt||t>||2 - d«z||2 + <S(w + 9(v + z)), v + z>B- ?(w) = 
i/tfltf - d\\zf + a\v\ + a||z|| + l |w | ' IHI + /»M* ||z« + 
+ />H1+i + /»M' M + ^l-l* M + P\\41+i - *») = 
= ijtc
2. + 2c0(a + pr0) + 4/Sc0
+* - x(r0) = X(«) = 
=: id||t>*||2 - a||t>*|| - ,9||i»*||1+' = KLv*, v*}H - <S(9t>*), t>*>fl = 
= i<Lt>*, v*yH - 9>(v*) = <P(0, t>*, 0) . 
Let { I^,}^! and {z , , , }^! be sequences of finite-dimensional subspaces of KandZ, 
respectively, such that 
(2.32) Vt <= V2 <= ... c Km c vm+1 e ..., u K, = V; 
m-=l 
(2.33) Z . c Z j C . c Z . c Z ^ c . . . , U z « = Z-
i» = l 
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Now we shall apply Elementary Critical Point Principle (see Section 1.8) to the 
function # restricted to W x Vm x Zm. The assumptions of Section 1.8 are satisfied 
in virtue of the relations (2.26)-(2.31). 
Thus there exists (wm, vm,zm)eWx Vm x Zm cz W x V x Z such that 
(2.34). ||wm|| = r0 , ||vm|| = c0 , \\zm\\ = c0 
and 
<#l(Wm> *>m, zm), w}H = 0 , w e W; 
<#2(ww, i>m, zm), v>H = 0 , v e Vm ; 
<*3(ww, t>m, zm), z>H = 0 , z eZm, 
i.e. 
(2.35) <S(wm + vm + zm), w>„ = 0 , w € W; 
(2.36) <Lt?m, t?>H - <5(wm + t;m + zm), t % = 0 , v eVm; 
(2.37) <Lzm, z>H - <S(wm + t>m + zm), z>fl = 0, z e Zm . 
Choose subsequences {wmj}, {vmj}> {zmj} with the following properties (-* and -* de-
note the strong and weak convergences, respectively): 
Wmj ~+ ™0 , Vmj - V0 , Zmj - * Z 0 
(this follows from (2.34)), 
Bvmj --> Bv0 , Lvmj -* Lt;0 , 5(wWi + vmj + zWj) -• 5(w0 + v0 + z0) 
(this follows from the continuity properties of B and S). Then the point 
u0 = w0 + v0 + z0 e H 
satisfies the equation (2.8) as follows immediately by passing to the limit in (2.35) — 
(2.37) and using (2.32), (2.33). 
3. NONLINEAR ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
3.1. Sobolev spaces. Let Q be a bounded domain in RN (N Jj> 1) with a lipschitzian 
boundary dQ if N > 1. Let us write, as usual, j = (j\,.. .,./#), whereIj are nonnegative 




with |I'| = £7, . We define the Sobolev space Wk,2(Q) (for k ^ 0, integer) of all 
functions u for which DJu e L2(Q) when \j\ <I k9 normed by 
14--.--(Z { \& u(xf dx)U2 
(DJu means the derivative in the sense of distributions). 
The space Wk,2(Q) is a separable Hilbert space with the inner product 
<M, V)Wk,2 = £ \
 DІ U(X) DІ V(X) dX ' 
\J\Š*jQ 
Furthermore, denoting the set of all infinitely differentiable functions on Q with 
compact supports in Q by @(Q)9 we define W
k
0
,2(Q) as the closure of <2>(Q)in Wk,2(Q). 
Let Fbe a closed subspace of Wk,2(Q) such that 
(3.1) Wk0
,2(Q)cz Vc Wk,2(Q). 
3.2. Linear differential operator. Let 
(3.2) aifa)eLjQ)9 atj = aJt (\i\9\j\^k). 
Suppose that there exists c > 0 such that 
(3.3) £ aij(x)Uj^c £ tf 
|» | = | I | = * | i | = k 
for all {, e Ul (\i\ = fc) and almost all xeQ. Let 
(3.4) AijeL^dQ), Aij = Aji (\i\,\j\<k). 
Put 
(3.5) <£(v9 w) = E f fly(x) D' t;(x) D
J u(x) dx + £ | ^y ^ ^ • 
M.M<.*Ju l'l.m<*Jasi 
(In the surface integral the derivatives D*v9 D
Ju are considered in the sense of traces. 
Since we suppose that Q is a domain with a lipschitzian boundary dQ and, moreover, 
D*v9 D
Ju e W1,2(Q) for | j | , |I| < fc, the traces are well-defined — see e.g. [15, p. 15].) 
The form S£(v9 u) is symmetric, bounded and bilinear on W
k,2(Q) x Wk,2(Q). 
Define a mapping 
L:V->V 
by 
(3.6) <Lw, v)w*,2 = Se(v9 u) 
for each u9 v e V. 
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Introduce a new inner product on V by 
< 
for u9ve V. The norm 
u, v)v = £
 aij(x) DІ v(x) Diu(x) dx + u(x) v(x) áx 
Ш-Ш в *Ji î Jß 
M|r = <",">K/2, u e V 
is equivalent with ||w||jY*.:- on the space V. Define the operator B : V-+ Vby 
Lu = u — Bu 9 ue V. 
The mapping £ is selfadjoint and completely continuous by virtue of the complete 
continuity of the imbedding from Wk>2(Q) into Wk~ia(Q) (see e.g. [15, Chapter 2]). 
3.3. Nonlinear operator. It will be very convenient to denote by Vk~iU the gener-
alized gradient of the function u, i.e. the vector containing all derivative DJu for 
\j\ ^ k — 1 (which, are lexicographically ordered). Let Q be the number of all multi-
indices of dimension N whose length is less or equal to k — 1. 
Let b(x; £) be defined for almost all x e Q and all £ e MQ. Suppose that the functions 
b(x; £) and 
bi(x^) = ^-(x;i) for | i | g f c - l 
satisfy the Caratheodory condition on Q x RQ (i.e. they are measurable on Q for 
fixed £ e R6 and continuous in f for fixed almost all x e Q). Suppose that there exist 
\lf± e Lt(Q)9 \j/2 e L2(Q)9 ct ^ 0, c2 ^ 0 and <5 e [0,1], , 
(3.7) c2 = 0 if and only if ö = 0 . 
such that 
(3.8) IK*;{)| ^ Фl(x) + Ci Z 
Шś*- JíГ
1. 




foг almost all x e Q and all £ є R*. Let 
(3.10) <p є JV*'2(ß) 
and define a functional -
У : F - + R 1 
by 
(3.11) £ř : w i-> I b(x ; å_1fi(x) + * . iç>(x))Љ 
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Then the functional ¥ possesses the Frechet derivative Sf'u = Su for arbitrary 
u e V, where S : V-+ Vis given by 
(3.12) <Su,v}v = £ \ bi(x;7k^iu(x) + Vk^l(p(x))D
iv(x)dx9 u,veV. 
Mlsifc-ijfl 
It easily follows from the complete continuity of the imbedding from Wk,2(Q) into 
Wk~1,2(Q) that the operator S : V-» Vis strongly continuous. 
Let c3 > 0 be such a constant that 
(3.13) ZII^«|k = ^l«»K, ueV. 
Then (according to the assumption (3.9)) the operator 5 : V-> Vsatisfies the growth 
condition 
||S«||K.ga + .S||«||£, ueV , 
where 
(3.14) a = c 3 | | ^ | t 2 + c2C3(measQf-W
2 £ flM^, 
(3 15} J^measf l^-^cJ+'c if *e [0 , l ) 
K' ' P \c2c* if 5 = 1 . 
3.4. Remark. Using the imbedding theorems the condition upon y\/% may be 
generalized, e.g. ^2
 e Lt(Q) if N = 1, etc. 
3.5. Boundary value problem. As usual, we define that u e Vis a weak solution 
of the general boundary value problem with respect to the space V(see (3.1)) and the 
boundary condition <p e Wk,2(Q) of the nonlinear partial differential equation 
(3.16) £ ( - l y ' D ^ X x ) ^ ) - I (-1)^ D%(x;Vk^u) 
if w satisfies the operator equation 
(3.17) Lw -= Si*, 
where Land S are defined by (3.5), (3.6) and (3.12), respectively. 
4. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS WITH BOUNDED NONLINEARITIES 
Let the notation introduced in Section 3 be observed. We shall suppose 
(4.1) Ker [L] = W 4= {0} . 
From Sections 2 and 3 we obtain immediately: 
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4.1. Theorem. Suppose (3.1) —(3.4), (3.7)-(3.9) with 8 = 0 and c2 = 0, (3.10), 
(4.1). Let 
(4.2.) • lim inf b(x; r Wk-Xw(x) + Vfc _!</>(*)) dx —- oo . 
r-> oo weKer[L] J o 
| |w||r = l * 
Then the equation (3.17) has at least one solution ue V. 
4.2. Remarks, (i) Instead of (4.2) it suffices to suppose 
(4.3) lim inf inf b(x; r Vk.xw(x) + Vk-X(p(x)) dx > a
2 0(0) 
r-> oo weKerfL] J o 
(see (2.7), (2.9), (2.10), (3.11)). 
(ii) Theorem 4.1 extends the result from [1] mainly by considering 
a) the higher order elliptic equations; 
b) the general boundary value problems; 
c) no continuity of the functions bj(x; £) in the variable x e Q. 
(iii) In the following results we give algebraic conditions upon the functions 
bj(x; £) for the assumption (4.2) to be satisfied. 
4.3. Assumptions. Let M be a nonempty subset of multiindices of dimension N 
the length of which is less or equal to k — 1. Denote 
{ i i - f e U f . e R 1 . M = (_^1 / 2> yM = {D
Ju}JeM. 
ieM 
Let g be an even continuously differentiable function in the variables £,-, i e M, 
g(0) = 0. Suppose that the derivatives 
9j(ZM) = ^(tM), JeM 
dij 
are bounded. Let 
(4.4) / 6 L 2 ( Q ) , 
(4.5) I f(x) w(x) dx = 0 , w e Ker [L] , 
(4.6) 9 » 6 C * -
1 ( f l ) n H 7 * ' 2 ( f l ) , 
(4.7) Ker [L] c c*-J(S) . 
Put 
(4.8) K*; *) = * ( {* ) - / ( * )&> 
(where 0 is the multiindex with zero length) for almost all x e Q and every £ e R'. 
4.4. Theorem. Suppose (3.1)-(3.4), (4.1), (4.4)-(4.7) and 
(49) lim inf т inf £ Çj gj(iÇм) = y > 0 
f-co |śмl = l/єM 
Then (4.2) is satisfied with b(x; £,) given by (4.8) and thus the equation (3.17) 
is solvable in V. 
Proof. Obviously 
(4.io) 0(^)=fMl-ETi|W4-)dT-
Jo iw \Zu\ V W 
Let e > 0 and choose a > 0 such that 
jєM 
for each £M + 0, T = a. Put 
-^TľГì^(Ti7lì = ľ - e > 0 
íö, tëм) 
0 if |íм| ^ « , 
logliMl jf | { ¥ | > в . 
Then 
where 
t7(íif) ^ -ijа + (y - в) coa(íм), 
JeM 
for T6[0,a], | « M | « 1 . 
Suppose that (4.2) does not hold. Then there exist sequences rne R
1, rw -> oo, 
w„ 6 Ker [L], flwjj, = 1 such that 
< oo, sup b(x; r* V^w^x) + Vk_!<p(x))dx = K n Jo 
i.e, 
(4.11) sup J g(rn VMw„(x) + VM<p(x)) dx = K. 
» Jfl 
We can suppose that wn -» w in K since Ker [L] is a finite dimensional space and 
wn -» w in C * "
1 ^ according to the assumption (4.7). Choose v > 0 and let n0 e N 
be such that 
sup |VMw„(x) - VMw(x)j < v 
for n .£ nn. Denote 
Û2v(w) = { x є ß ; |Vмw(*)| ^ 2v} . 
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Then 
K ^ f g(rn VMww(x) + VM<p(x)) dx £ 
Jfl 
^ -na meas D + (y - e) G)a(r„ VMw„(x) + VMq>(x))dx >. 
>: ->/a meas Q + (y - c) coa(rn VMw„(x) + VM(?(x)) dx >. 
J «2v(w) 
^ -r,a mens Q + (y-e)t log
r"V ~ I M * " d x ., 
Jfi2v(w) fl 
! 
= —na meas O + (y — e) meas 02v(w) log — —*£— 
if n is sufficiently large so that 
a + | |dU-i 
r„ > 
Putting n -> oo in 
K^ -na meas O + (y - e) meas 02v(w) log
 r"v ~~ ll^llcfc-t 
a 
we obtain contradiction proving the theorem. 
4.5. Theorem. Suppose (3.1)-(3.4), (4.1), (4.4), (4.8). Let q> = 0. Let R(£M) 
be a lower semicontinuous function in the variables £M such that 
(4-12) liminfX£;0y(T£„) = R(£M) 
t-»oo jeM , 
uniformly on bounded sets of £M = {^}J€M-
TTten (3.17) is solvable in Vprovided 
(4.13) I tf(VMw(x)) dx > f /(*) M*)
 dx 
JQ JQ 
for each w e Ker [L], w 4= 0. 





With respect to (4.13) we have 
kif \ J JR(VMw(x)) dx - I f(x) w(x) dx i = y > 0 . 
*er[L] UQ JQ J 
t\\v=l 
Let e > 0 and choose a > 0 such that 
for each £M 4= 0, T = a. From (4.10) we have 
g(ZM) = -Vifl + *(5M) -
 £|£M| ~ <"h + ae 
for arbitrary £M, where 
I ^ g X ^ M ) = —-7i » 
JeM 
* ( € * ) = *2 
for t e [ 0 , a ] , |£M| = 1. 
Then 
b(x; r VMw(x)) dx = g(r VMw(x)) dx - r f(x) w(x) dx = 
JQ JQ JQ 
= — r\xa meas JQ + r J i?(VMw(x)) dx — er |VMw(x)| dx — arj2 meas Q + 
J« J.o 
+ ea meas O — r I f(x) w(x) dx _ r(y — e |VMw(x)| dx) — 
J Q J Q 
— arj2 meas Q + ea meas Q . 
From the previous calculation the validity of the condition (4.2) follows provided 
B > 0 is sufficiently small. 
4.6. Remarks, (i) The condition (4.4) upon "the right hand side" may be generalized 
in the sense of Remark 3(.4 (e.g. it is possible to assume fe LX(Q) if N = 1). 
(ii) The assumption (4.7) is the regularity assumption dn the solutions of the 
equation 
Lu = 0 
the validity of which is proved (under some conditions on the coefficients aij9 AtJ) 
e.g. in [15]. 
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(iii) Theorem 4.4 extends the results from the papers [3], [9], [12] mainly in the 
following directions: 
a) instead of fe L^Q) we consider fe L2(Q); 
b) the nonlinearity contains higher order derivatives. 
(iv) Theorem 4.5 extends the result from [10] and the other papers: we consider 
the nonlinearity in the equation (3.16) with (4.8) which depends on many variables. 
5. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS WITH SUBLINEAR NONLINEARITIES 
Analogously as in the proof of Theorem 4.5 we can prove (on the basis of Theorem 
2.3) the following result. 
5.1. Theorem. Suppose (3.1) — (3.4), (3.10), (4.1) and (4.4). Let g be an even 
continuously differentiable function in the variables £j i e M, g(0) = 0. Suppose 
that the derivatives 
0 / < ^ ) = | T ( £ M ) . JeM 
d£j 
satisfy the growth condition 
(5.1) \gtf*)\ £'* +'s\Z*\'> 
where c4 ^ 0, c5 > 0 and 8 e (0, l). Let 
(5.2) l iminf i inf £ {,,gfctM) = y > 0 . 
T-OO T°\$M\ = ljeM 
Then the equation (3.17) (with b(x; £) given by (4.8)) is solvable in V. 
5.2. Remark. The above theorem extends the result [10, Theorem 3.1] mainly in 
the following directions: 
a) no monotonocity assumptions upon the functions gj are made; 
b) the nonlinearities gs depend on many derivatives D
Ju9 j e M. 
5.3. In the same way it is possible to consider the boundary value problems whose 
nonlinearities have a linear growth. If the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 hold with 
<5 = 1 and if C3C5 < \d (for c3 see (3.15), for d see (2.2) where X0 = 1 and B is 
defined in Section 3.2) then it is possible to generalize the result from [6] as is men-
tioned in Remark 5.2. 
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Note added in August 1977. Theorem 2.3 is proved under the assumption (2.5) 
in .A. C. Lazer: Some resonance problems for elliptic boundary value problems. 
Lecture Notes in Pure and Applied Mathematics No 19: Nonlinear Functional 
Analysis (editors: L. Cesari, R. Kannan, J. D. Schuur), M. Dekker Inc., New York 
and Basel, 1976, pp. 269—289. An analogous result is proved by using the minimax 
procedure in P. H. Rabinowitz: Some minimax theorems and applications to non-
linear partial differential equations (to appear); for the variational proof of Theorem 
2.3 see also S. Fucik: Nonlinear equations with linear part at resonance-Variational 
approach (to appear). 
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